The Notary

Adrianna Morgans life takes a dangerous
turn when shes given an incorrect address
for a notary assignment, ending up in the
wrong place, at the wrong time. Attempting
to take down a local drug ring, Lucas
Hunters cover is blown when he goes to the
aid of a beautiful woman during an
undercover operation. But the bad guys
better watch out, because this sexy cop will
do anything to protect the woman he loves,
no matter how high the body count.

A notary is a person licensed by the government to perform acts in legal affairs, in particular witnessing signatures on
documents. The form that the notarial profession takes varies with local legal systems.The Notary Group has several
branches throughout the Okanagan to help you. BC notaries are efficient and cost-effective, and can help you with a
wide range ofA notary or junior notary makes agreements and declarations legally valid by recording them in a notarial
act. By virtue of the notarys involvement clients areCivil-law notaries, or Latin notaries, are agents of noncontentious
private civil law who draft, take, and record instruments for private parties and are vested asThe Notaries Society is the
representative society for the 770 or so Notaries Public practising in England and Wales. From this page you will find
various topics ofNotary. legal profession. Alternative Title: notary public. Notary, also called notary public, public
official whose chief function in common-law countries is to authenticate contracts, deeds, and other documents by an
appropriate certificate with a notarial seal.Everybody knows what a notary public does, right? Actually, there is much
misunderstanding and confusion about what the proper role and duty of a notary is.Notaries public in New York are
commissioned by the Secretary of State of New York after passing a short examination in law and procedure. A
notarysA notary public (or notary or public notary) of the common law is a public officer constituted by law to serve the
public in non-contentious matters usually concerned with estates, deeds, powers-of-attorney, and foreign and
international business.Contents: Most notary stamp seals have the West Virginia State Seal on the left, however, this is
optional. Every seal must contain the words Official Seal,A notary public in Virginia is authorized to acknowledge
signatures, administer oaths, and certify copies A notary may authenticate a person based upon thatThe Notary Pool
Logo Open Orders 24/7. For scheduling, status, or escalations Orders@ Accounting and Invoicing 714.953.7040. This
was the birth of the notary seal and certificate. In colonial America, persons of high moral character were appointed as
public notaries to
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